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Abstract
Edge computing (EC) extends the centralized cloud computing paradigm by bringing computation into close proximity to the end-users,
to the edge of the network, and is a key enabler for applications
requiring low latency such as augmented reality or content delivery.
To make EC pervasive, the following challenges must be tackled:
how to satisfy the growing demand for edge computing facilities,
how to discover the nearby edge servers, and how to securely access them? In this paper, we present ExEC, an open framework
where edge providers can offer their capacity and be discovered
by application providers and end-users. ExEC aims at the unification of interaction between edge and cloud providers so that cloud
providers can utilize services of third-party edge providers, and
any willing entity can easily become an edge provider. In ExEC,
the unfolding of initially cloud-deployed application towards edge
happens without administrative intervention, since ExEC discovers
available edge providers on the fly and monitors incoming end-user
traffic, determining the near-optimal placement of edge services.
ExEC is a set of loosely coupled components and common practices, allowing for custom implementations needed to embrace
the diverse needs of specific EC scenarios. ExEC leverages only
existing protocols and requires no modifications to the deployed
infrastructure. Using real-world topology data and experiments
on cloud platforms, we demonstrate the feasibility of ExEC and
present results on its expected performance.

1

Introduction

The introduction of cloudlets [33] and fog [11] served as a starting
point for the recent developments in edge computing (EC), pushing
it as a key enabler for technologies such as Internet-of-Things (IoT),
and augmented reality. By bringing the edge servers near end-users,
novel applications and services requiring very low latencies have
become feasible, and the growing popularity of such applications
is pushing the development of EC further.
The benefits of EC are well understood, and some key challenges
such as edge server placement have been addressed, e.g. [13]. In
most of the previous work, the cloud provider is assumed to have
full control over the edge servers. However, we envision a more
realistic setting in which any entity can offer their computation
capacities for running edge applications and services, and become
what we call an independent edge provider (IEP). Indeed, telecom
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operators are actively planning for deployment of Multi-access
Edge Computing (MEC) [16] infrastructure. Also, new crowdsourcing platforms have emerged, e.g., [19, 22], having most of their
resources at the edge of the network, exactly where the new EC
applications would require them. Furthermore, [18, 28] suggest
unleashing underutilized computational capacity of smart devices
to be used for EC purposes. In all previous cases, the cloud provider
will be agnostic of available IEPs and needs a specific means for symbiotic interaction with them. Such interaction consists of i) discovery of IEPs ii) negotiation with IEPs on the deployment of services
iii) entering into a contractual agreement with IEPs iv) securely
deploying and running the edge services.
In this paper, we propose ExEC, Elastic Extensible Edge Cloud
platform to handle the set of tasks presented above, emphasizing the
discovery aspect. To illustrate the motivation behind ExEC with an
example, we assume the following scenario. An application provider
deploys an application composed of both back-end and front-end
services (edge) to some cloud facility located in the Northern US. As
the popularity of the service grows, user crowds from the other half
of the earth, e.g., Southeast Asia, subscribe to the application. The
cloud provider offers edge facilities in the US, but not in Southeast
Asia. Attempts of administrative personnel to find local IEPs are
slow and inefficient. Since resulting QoS is low, the application
provider stands at a major risk of losing this new audience.
In the above scenario, ExEC would detect the emergent flows of
end-user requests, initiate on-path discovery of IEPs, and migrate
edge services closer to the end-users, keeping them satisfied and
saving the core network’s capacity. In dynamic settings where
end-users’ behavior changes frequently and their locality is hard to
predict, ExEC has an advantage over interception [24] since it might
not be possible to foresee all regions where the application will
be used. Moreover, as end-to-end encryption becomes prevalent
on the Internet, solutions clinging to the on-path interception of
requests are not feasible, mandating the end-to-end approach.
We believe that the open approach enabled by ExEC is key to
ensuring the take-up of edge computing and making it ubiquitous
and pervasive. Unifying the discovery and access of current edge
facilities, which might be set up by either cloud providers (e.g.,
Azure Stack or Amazon CloudFront) or telecom operators (MEC),
ExEC goes further and opens an opportunity for crowdsourced solutions, combating the “Internet feudalism”, brought up in [25]. The
advantage of ExEC is the capability to be incrementally adopted,
and while some IEPs might use it only for the discovery of their
facility, the others may utilize automatic migration of services and
contractual agreement. To the best of our knowledge, ExEC is the
first solution to enable the discovery of edge resources without special controllers or specific entry points since ExEC advocates using
DNS as a global registry of IEPs. All functions of ExEC are designed
to utilize only existing protocols and do not require any changes to
available infrastructure or clients/servers. ExEC can coexist with
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register themselves in the DNS system by adding appropriate SRV
records. Such DNS records may cover a particular edge server or
a large IEP site. Opportunity to be discovered can bring new customers and can increase revenue, therefore, acting as an economic
driver. An ability to gain revenue requires some form of contractual agreement, and this is the next layer of ExEC. In common, to
seal an agreement between two (or even more) parties we need a
third trusted party. Recently, a technology aiming for such a role
became widespread: namely, smart contracts popularized by the
Ethereum [4] platform. Basically, a smart contract is a program
wherein correctness of execution is verified by a majority of participants thereby achieving distributed consensus. Due to smart
contracts, a centralized trusted party can be replaced by peer-topeer network; and as long as the majority of peers are fair in the
system, the correctness of smart contract execution can be guaranteed. Smart contracts appear as a viable solution for achieving
agreement on the scale of the Internet. The feature making them
especially attractive is an escrow service they provide out-of-box.
As Wright et al. [38] describe, a smart contract can hold the payment of a buyer and transfer it to the seller only after verifying
that service was delivered as promised. We conveniently employ
smart contracts in the context of ExEC as a decentralized solution
to handle payments and concordance. We discuss the details of
smart contracts utilization in the context of ExEC in Section 2.3.
For virtualization and service migration, we rely on existing technologies, such as Docker [3] or Virtual Machines (VMs). Docker containers are capable of live migration [39] and impose low overhead
also in other scenarios [26]. Similar solutions exist for VMs [14].
Internally, IEP can rely on, e.g., Kubernetes [5], OpenStack [6] or
Docker swarm.
The last layer in ExEC’s enabling technology stack is Trusted
Execution Environments (TEEs) [31]. With TEEs, even user having root privileges cannot access a protected memory region of
an application. TEEs are supported by all major processor manufacturers, most of the attention gained Intel SGX (Software Guard
Extensions) [23], while ARM has developed its own TrustZone [8]
technology, which was also recently incorporated by AMD [7]. Arnautov et al. [9] show how to protect Docker container with SGX.
TEEs are essential for ExEC operation only in those cases where
edge service handles private or sensitive data; otherwise, ExEC does
not require TEE.
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Figure 1. The operation of ExEC. The system discovers IEPs on the
paths to clients and pushes edge services closer to their consumers.
other approaches, such as pre-deployed edge configuration, enhancing the system performance and reducing administrative overhead.
Using real-world topology data and experiments on cloud platforms, we demonstrate that ExEC is feasible and it meets its goals
with sufficient performance. We believe that ExEC can boost EC
by i) providing unified discovery and access mechanism of edge
facilities ii) improving the availability of edge facilities by allowing
third parties to start offering their computational capacity for edge
iii) automatically unfolding the applications towards edge iv) advancing sustainable development of EC by utilization of already
existing computing facilities for the purposes of EC.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the design
and enablers of ExEC. Preliminary evaluation results can be found
in Section 3. Section 4 discusses ExEC’s applicability to various
use cases. Related work is the topic of Section 5. Finally, Section 6
contributes on future directions and concludes the paper.

2

System Overview

We illustrate the operation of ExEC in Figure 1. There are three
main phases: discovery of IEPs, negotiation followed by contractual agreement, and migration of services across administrative
boundaries. As it was mentioned, the counter-parties may use ExEC
either to accomplish all these steps or just select relevant ones, e.g.,
if the list of the contracted IEPs is known in advance, only dynamic
service migrations might be used. Alternatively, if IEP discovered
by ExEC prefers custom contractual agreement, counter-parties
may handle this out of ExEC scope. The main entities of ExEC are
i) all kinds of IEPs, including cloudlets, MEC or crowdsourced edge
servers ii) an application which is composed of several services,
some of which need to be deployed at the edge for optimal performance iii) the cloud which hosts the application initially1 iv) edge
orchestrator running in cloud which is responsible for executing
main functionalities of ExEC, such as discovery of IEPs, analysis of
request patterns, and dynamic onloading of services to edge.
2.1

2.2

ExEC builds its own view of a network which is centered at the
location of the edge orchestrator and comprised of paths to clients
together with IEPs discovered along those paths. We refer to this
view as topology and break down the process of building such a
topology into three steps. Figure 2 provides an intuitive overview,
and we give a detailed description of each step below.
Step 1: Determine paths to clients: Edge orchestrator monitors
incoming requests, and for every new request from a subnet that
orchestrator has not previously seen, the orchestrator initiates
network tomography procedure. In its purest form, this may be
just sending out a traceroute request to client’s address, which is
enough to identify the path from the cloud to the client and gather
information about latencies between on-path routers. ExEC is not
limited to usage of traceroute tool, which can be either completely
replaced or augmented by crowdsourced methodologies, active
network sniffing such as nmap, precomputed network topology

Enabling Technologies

At the core of ExEC is a capability to discover IEPs located on the
paths from the end-users to cloud. We suggest that IEPs should
1 Some
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of the application’s services might also be initially predeployed to edge.
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Figure 2. Discovery of IEPs in ExEC works by tracing paths to
clients (1), identifying on-path domains (2), and querying DNS
servers of discovered domains for edge SRV records (3).
maps, and other methods. For now, we assume traceroute to be
sufficient for the functionality of ExEC.
Step 2: Determine on-path DNS zones: The network tomography performed in the previous step gives ExEC the IP addresses
of routers on the paths to end-users. By using either DNS PTR
records or augmenting whois information for routers with no PTR
records, network domains that exist between the orchestrator and
the end-users can be identified.
Step 3: Locate the IEPs: This step is central to the working of
ExEC discovery phase. ExEC assumes that majority of IEPs registers
their resources as a DNS service (SRV) record with a consistent
service name (such as edge). We believe that this assumption is
realistic as making their edge infrastructure discoverable, the IEPs
can attract more clients and user traffic which can lead to increased
revenue. Furthermore, IEPs have a strong incentive to ensure that
the registered PTR records in DNS are accurate. An SRV record
points to a server in the zone and has the following format:
_service._protocol.name. TTL DNSclass SRV priority weight
port targetname

Listing 1 shows an example of DNS SRV record for DNS zone
domainA which hosts two IEPs, one MEC server – mecServerA and
the other IEP – edgePlatformB.
_edge._tcp.domainA.com. 86400 IN
mecServerA.domainA.com.
_edge._tcp.domainA.com. 86400 IN
edgePlatformB.domainA.com.
mecServerA.domainA.com. 86400 IN
edgePlatformB.domainA.com. 86400

Negotiation and Agreement

When present client flows and locations of IEPs are identified and
ExEC orchestrator has topology at hands, it is time to negotiate
about service deployments with IEPs, compute near-optimal placement of services, enter a contractual agreement with selected IEPs
and finalize the deal by financial transaction.
To start negotiation procedure, the orchestrator connects to the
ExEC management service of IEPs and sends it hello message,
which may contain some preferences, e.g., a period for edge service
deployment. In response to this message, IEPs send to the orchestrator the list of available time slots for service deployment, possible
hardware configurations that edge service can utilize during those
time slots, and information on a preferred way of contractual agreement. The latter one may be as simple as contact information of IEP
management personnel, but we are interested in more advanced
scenario enabled by smart contracts. In the case IEP prefers smart
contract, it includes its address in the reply message to the orchestrator. The contract contains details of SLA, specifies a price
for the deployment of service, and has other relevant information.
Whether the orchestrator accepts the contract and finds offer by
IEP fair, it green-lists the IEP and includes it in service placement
computation, that we describe in the next section. For now, we
assume that the IEP was selected for service placement. In such
case, the orchestrator calls a method of smart contract that initiates
a preliminary agreement with IEP and sends it positive acknowledgment message, containing information on, e.g., what slot was
chosen and what is the preferred hardware. Technically, calls to
such methods are posted similarly to transactions in any blockchain
system and must be cryptographically signed. The execution of a
method may result in the transfer of funds (cryptocurrency) from
one address to another, and in our case, the result of calling the
preliminary agreement method is that smart contract takes into
escrow the tokens that orchestrator is supposed to pay IEP. Upon
receiving positive acknowledgment IEP checks if the chosen slot
is still available, and calls confirmation or rejection method of the
smart contract respectively. In case everything was correct smart
contract finalizes the agreement.
There is a subtle point before the funds are released from escrow and either finally transferred to the IEP or returned to the
orchestrator. Namely, a malicious IEP might enter the agreement
but not run the service as promised, not fulfilling the requirements
of the SLA. Every open system suffers from problems alike, and
ExEC is no exception. The typical way to treat the challenge is to
have a reputation ranking for participants, as suggested in [38],
that would affect the payment in the case of disagreement between
IEP and the orchestrator.
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Service Placement

Having topology with green-listed IEPs at hands, ExEC orchestrator can compute near-optimal placement of edge services. As we
already mentioned, the problem of edge placement is well-studied
and is mostly approached as linear programming (LP) optimization
problem or an approximation of it in the case of NP-completeness.
However, in our setting we choose a more practical approach, taking advantage of the fact that our topology is a tree-like structure
centered at the location of the orchestrator. Namely, we suggest
using betweenness centrality [17] as a metric for edge service placement. An intuition provides Figure 3, where nodes with highest

A 192.168.121.30
IN A 192.168.121.31

Listing 1. DNS SRV Records for IEPs
The SRV records in Listing 1 advertise the entry points of IEPs supporting ExEC. The entry point is implemented as a RESTful service,
by means of which ExEC IEP communicates with the orchestrator,
receives containers to run, and performs other tasks.
3

Algorithm 1 Onloading Algorithm Overview
1: placement ← NULL, topology ← NULL, platforms ← NULL

▷ Topology discovery daemon

2: while TRUE do
3:
wait topology_update_interval
4:
topology ← update topology using traceroute
5:
if topology change exceeds threshold then
6:
send topology_change_signal

▷ Discovery of IEPs and service placement daemon

7: while TRUE do
8:
wait platforms_update_interval or topology_change_signal
9:
if topology , NULL then
10:
platforms ← discover IEPs using DNS SRV records
11:
placement ← compute placement of services
12:
negotiate with IEPs and update placement
13:
schedule the deployment of services

Figure 3. Network tree from cloud to clients. Nodes with highest
betweenness centrality are marked red.
betweenness centrality are marked red (except the central node,
where the orchestrator is located). Ideally, ExEC should deploy services on nodes with high betweenness centrality (i.e., the selected
server serves many clients) but also which are as close to the clients
as possible (i.e., minimizing latency). For example, both nodes "C”
and "D” have the same betweenness centrality, but node "D” should
be preferred, as it is closer to the end-users. The network graph presented in Figure 3 was constructed by sending traceroute probes
from AWS EC2 instance running in Frankfurt (Germany) to the
public IP addresses of top-100 universities from the Times Higher
Education ranking [35]. We grouped the nodes into /24 subnets to
simplify the graph and assumed each node to be a potential edge
server location. The central node in the figure is the AWS instance,
and the other points are the discovered routers or client nodes. The
experiment simulates the situation where a service running on the
cloud has global interest.
2.5

▷ End-user request dispatch daemon

14: while TRUE do
15:
request ← client’s request from queue
16:
if placement , NULL then
17:
if placement contains edge closer than cloud then
18:
Reply with redirect to closest edge in placement
19:
else
20:
Cloud handles the request
21:
22:

traceroute). If there is a dramatic change in the topology caused,
e.g., by a flash crowd, the first daemon signals the second daemon.
The second daemon augments the topology by discovering IEPs
(line 10). Next, daemon negotiates with discovered IEPs on the
conditions of service deployments and updates the placement. The
third daemon dispatches the incoming clients, redirecting them to
the appropriate IEP if any available. The parallel execution of three
daemons enables us to perform tasks at different time granularities, depending on how quickly the conditions in the network are
expected to change.

Redirect and Discovery of Services

In this step, the orchestrator onloads the virtualized entity containing edge service to set of available IEPs chosen for service
placement. Existing clients are redirected to the closest service locations with a 302 Moved temporarily HTTP response. HTTP
302 response allows to specify an expiration time, and this is used
to ensure that the redirection is valid as long as the deployment of
the service on the IEP can be guaranteed.
For new clients, it is reasonable to provide a discovery mechanism that would eliminate a round trip to the cloud. One solution
would be mimicking approach used by CDNs for the discovery of
content. CDNs use DNS for content discovery [37], and in fact, major cloud providers offer their own name resolution services [1, 2].
In those cases, where orchestrator and end-users are both utilizing
DNS services of the cloud, it is enough that the orchestrator updates
this commonly used DNS after the service migration.
2.6

else
Cloud handles the request

3

Preliminary Evaluation

For the evaluation, we used the public router dataset from CAIDA [21],
restricted to routers located on the East Coast of the US. We ran our
orchestrator from a cloud instance of Amazon Web Services (AWS),
also on the East Coast. We considered routers from the CAIDA data
set to be the leaves of our tree and issued traceroute requests to
them from the cloud. Since the obtained aggregate tree was quite
detailed, we grouped the nodes together by using a subnet mask of
16 bits, which resulted in a tree of 240 nodes, of which 186 were
leave nodes. We considered each such node as a potential deployment point for an IEP, i.e., there were 240 possible edge server
deployment points.
We first compared different placement schemes for edge services, assuming that every node has an IEP. During each round
of simulation, we uniformly scattered one million clients. Using
traceroute, we measured the average latency of the clients in four
different cases of service placement: only cloud (no services placed
at the edge); randomly chosen IEPs; greedily chosen IEPs (deploy
service to IEP nodes with the maximum amount of clients); IEPs
selected according to their betweenness centrality measure [17].
Figure 4a shows that in the absence of an edge the average latency
stays around 100 ms. Centrality performs well when service can be

Onloading Algorithm

The operation of the edge orchestrator can be implemented with
three daemons as in Algorithm 1. The first one (lines 2-6) updates
the topology, second (lines 7-13) discovers IEPs on the paths, computes the service placement and redeploys the services if needed,
the third (lines 14-19) redirects the clients to the closest edge service deployment if available. The algorithm is presented at a high
level, omitting details that parallel execution generally implies. The
first daemon groups the end-users by subnets and assembles the
aggregate tree by performing network tomography (e.g., utilizing
4
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Figure 6. Effect of redirect on end users’ latency.
further. Also, since clients may reside in the same subnets, we do
not have to run traceroutes for every single client, but can reuse
the results of an earlier run. This explains the sub-linear increase
in the time taken shown in Figure 4b.
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Discussion

ExEC is not limited to computational onloading that we have just
examined as the example scenario. Other use cases we discuss below
are more straightforward to implement. Another commonly-used
edge computing scenario is offloading computationally heavy tasks
from a client to an edge server. Given the assumption of ExEC
that IEPs are in the DNS, the client can query its current domain
for the DNS SRV edge records, getting a list of nearby IEPs as a
result. While the scope of such discovery is limited to the current
domain, it is not a severe limitation since edge servers with minimal
networking distance to the client reside nowhere but in its current
domain.
The practical issue that remains open is the discovery of contextspecific edge applications. Examples of such applications include,
e.g., providing an all-around view at the stadium by aggregating
individual users’ video streams [27], improving the customer experience at a shopping mall [12], and many others. These kinds
of applications generally make their way to the user by means of
advertisement, such as billboards, emails and so on. With ExEC, it
is possible to discover nearby IEPs, and they, in turn, can provide
on client’s request list of available context-specific applications and
services. From a client perspective, this would require running an
inquiry service, which user can turn off or on at will.

Edge nodes available, %

Figure 5. Performance of centrality placement given limited
amount of IEPs.
deployed only to a limited number of edge nodes. Greedy method
outperforms centrality when the service is deployed to over 20%
edge nodes in the network. Given more than 30% of edge nodes,
random placement also starts to work well. Since the application
provider has to pay the IEPs, it is likely that in many cases the
number of deployed services remains limited; thus betweenness
centrality is an attractive choice of placement.
Next, we denounce naïve assumption that every node has an IEP
and scatter limited amount of IEPs uniformly across the network.
Fig. 5 shows latency for centrality placement when the underlying
network has from 0 to 30% of nodes equipped with edge platforms,
and application utilizes from 0 to 100% of them. We observe, e.g.,
that when the network has more than 20% of equipped with an
edge, and around half of them with highest centrality are used by
the application, the latency stays at or below 30ms.
Using a prototype client implementation, we evaluated the effect
of redirection on the end-users latency. We used a laptop computer
as the client, the closest Microsoft Azure facility as the cloud, and
server located in the same city as the edge server. The client first
sent the request to the cloud which issued an HTTP redirect to the
edge server, so subsequent requests were served by the edge. We
also measured latencies for using only the cloud or directly the edge
server. We used two types of responses by size: a small one of 25
kB, and a large one of 1 MB. As a result for small response in Fig. 6
shows, the redirect shows good results for intense communication;
when the number of requests approaches 15, the average latency
becomes very close to that of the edge. In case of large response,
redirect has performance gain even for a single request, and average
latency of redirect converges to edge latency much faster.
Running multiple traceroutes takes a relatively long time, and
during our experiments, we also measured the time required by
traceroute to gather the information for building the aggregate
tree. We display the results in Figure 4b. In the case of sequential
execution, it took more than 1500 seconds to build the aggregate
tree used in our experiments. Fortunately, traceroute tasks can
be easily parallelized, and using three threads in parallel reduced
time requirements to a third, approximately 500 seconds. Increasing
the number of parallel traceroutes will decrease the time even

5

Related Work

The most relevant work to ours are [10, 29, 32, 36]. Bhardwaj et
al. [10] propose an edge discovery protocol as a backend service
that hosts a directory of available devices. However, this approach
requires a centralized catalog to register the devices. Using DNS
for the discovery of edge providers eliminates the problem of centralized catalog management and ownership. Varghese et al. [36]
present a concept of an EaaS (Edge-as-a-Service) platform, offering
a discovery protocol. The downside is that the platform relies on
specific master controller nodes: to utilize edge, one must know the
particular provider of EaaS to be able to discover the edge resources.
Kinaara [32] offers discovery capabilities as an EC framework. The
discovery process is enabled by special mediator nodes that keep a
connection to the cloud. Yet, it is not discussed how mediators are
discovered nor whether it can be used for general purpose cloud
applications. Contrary to open discovery, one must know where the
instance of Kinaara is installed to utilize its features. Mortazavi et
al. suggest the concept of path computing [29], which is very similar
5

to our view of edge environment, where edge resources reside on a
path from the cloud to an end user. Their framework, CloudPath,
addresses many practical issues, but edge discovery does not happen on the fly. The developer is actually responsible for specifying
the mappings between application functions and actual computing
facilities in the deployment descriptor file. Thus, in contrast to our
approach, CloudPath assumes static edge infrastructure which is
known beforehand, already at the stage of application development.
We believe that frameworks presented in [29, 32, 36] can potentially gain from utilizing ExEC, which removes the necessity for
highly specialized components, adds more agility, and improves the
overall user experience since ExEC discovers previously unknown
resources.
MEC [30] is a standardization effort for EC in the area of mobile
applications. In MEC, the edge servers are connected directly to
cellular base stations making discovery of the servers easy for
end-users. However, the dynamic onloading of services from the
cloud is not possible since the cloud is agnostic of MEC servers.
Thus, MEC could potentially benefit from ExEC’s discovery and
negotiation protocols. In [24], the authors propose a transparent
MEC deployment through middleboxes. Still, their solution relies
on traffic interception, thus having narrow applicability.
Application of blockchain and smart contracts to the domain
of EC is explored in [38] and [34], examining not only the realm
of financial transactions but also building a decentralized control
system for EC on top of the distributed ledger.
In [15] and [20], the authors emphasize the importance of building an open infrastructure for EC, concentrating on the OpenStack
platform as a resource manager. In ExEC, IEPs can use OpenStack
internally for the management of edge servers. In our recent work
[40], open EC infrastructure is envisioned as a fully decentralized
environment. However, we believe that retaining some degree of
centralization by using the orchestrator component renders a more
practical solution.
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